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Of the Ramblers’  four charitable aims:  promoting walking, protecting the Rights of Way Network,  

preserving the beauty of the countryside and campaigning for access;  Bristol Group,  with an urban 

territory  wherein  “Right to Roam”  was guaranteed  in 1865,  can only directly serve two as a rule..  

However Susan Carter successfully opposed the abuse of the Downs as a Zoo Car Park. At last, the 

city planning  committee unanimously condemned this and gave the Zoo  a year to find another 

solution. 

The Report of the Area Footpath Secretary (Bristol)  covering  the  protection of  Public Rights of 

Way  is separately  published.  It includes matters that will in future exercise the Bristol Group 

Footpath Officer when one member no longer fills both posts.  The Group should applaud  the first 

organised practical work for decades, when  Tony Parsons &al  aided by  Peter Mills  from Southwold 

Group waymarked  the Bristol Triangle Walk at Badocks Wood.   

That leaves the fourth aim: Promotion of Walking   

In the calendar year to 31
st
  December,  Bristol Group  advertised 262 walks:  some arranged by Avon 

Area or the Wessex Wanderer  or Severnside Saunters Rail  schemes  Furthermore  there were  five  

trips  away  spread from Whitby to Litton Cheyney.    

Two new ventures:  Sunday afternoon walks  (thanks to Nick Wilkes for this initiative)  and an 

overnight easy hill walk eventually completed in August on a classic moonlit night - after appalling 

weather for the original date in June. 

As ever, it was difficult to find leaders  for short  walks on Saturday mornings  or  summer  evenings. 

Support for these walks is patchy so we owe special gratitude to the organisers who persevered.  

Through the Bristol Public Rights of Way  Liaison Group,  we have tried again to set up a procedure 

whereby the more sprightly “Walkers for Health” are directed to  our gentlest walks. After that, for  

many people in the past,  no contour line is the limit.   

To promote the Ramblers generally and Bristol Group  especially,  we set up stalls at Department of 

Work & Pensions, Lodge House - Wellbeing Event, Department of the Environment, Aztec West - 

Autumn Fayre,   Redland Fair,  and the Festival of Nature. Tony Parsons maintains  a publicity board 

at  our sponsors,  Taunton Leisure,  and supplies  programmes to other  outlets.  Thanks to  Chris  

Sanders who  revamped the stall when the New National Image  was vouchsafed unto us.  Neil 

Burlton has been working with Bristol City Council  to recycle  Bristol Backs  as a series of  leaflets 

and web publications. 

Also there were two  social events:  the  Wells Circular Bike Ride in April organised by Julian Butter 

& Karen O’Sullivan  and a barbeque  organised by  Karen and  Peter Hobbs  in July. 

The Information Technology  chaos at Central Office  makes it impossible to  say for sure whether  

group membership rose or fell  in the  financial year,  At  30th  Sept  we think the figures may have 

been  965  members  at 775 addresses 

The committee decided to move towards an  opt-in  system of  positive electronic distribution as soon 

as the  national database  makes this worthwhile.  In response to the first request 5% of the 

membership signed up to this. 

It is the Chairman’s annual pleasure to thank everybody who has done anything, not just  the walks 

leaders, but the administrators, caterers, concrete mixers, advocates, editors ( real and virtual),  

envelope stuffers and proppers-up of stalls as well. 


